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Oracle EBS Migration to Fusion Cloud

Oracle offers a comprehensive and compelling alternative to existing Oracle EBS
installations in form of Oracle Fusion Cloud applications. These applications are future
ready and run on Oracle’s Gen 2 cloud infrastructure to provide unmatched speed,
security and continuity for organisations of any size. Some of the reasons
organisations are now looking to migrate to Oracle Fusion Cloud include:

KEY BUSINESS BENEFITS

•

Flexibility – scaling as the per the business requirements

•

Agility – roll out new features faster

•

Always up to date

•

Significantly lower TCO

Challenges

•

Scalable

Although some organisations recognise the benefits of adopting Oracle Fusion

•

Agility with new features

Cloud applications, they may feel inhibited to make the move due to considerations

•

Always up to date version

such as:

•

Lower TCO

•

Migrate Customisations

•

Interfaces and unique extensions

•

Easier integration with other Cloud
applications

•

Security

•

Focus on business rather than
infrastructure

•

Change management

Value Proposition
Global Minds has developed a unique methodology for migration to Fusion
comprising of a set of processes and tools that fully address all such customer
concerns.
Starting from the current business function mappings to Cloud ERP, EPM, HCM,
SCM, and CX, the methodology involves a comprehensive analysis of the current
customisations, interfaces and reports to provide a migration path using Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure which works seamlessly with the Cloud applications.
Global minds has an experienced team of Oracle Cloud certified functional,
technical and infrastructure individuals which can engage to quickly draw out a
migration path and plan using its fusion migration assessment tool and
methodology. Along with the existing Oracle EBS experts, it has built a team of
certified architects and professionals in Oracle SaaS, PaaS and IaaS platforms.
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With a unique blend of certified and experienced Oracle EBS and Oracle Cloud
resources and combined with its migration tools and methodology, Global Minds
team can rapidly complete your migration from your current Oracle EBS to Oracle
Fusion Cloud.

Migration Approach
The migration team uses the migration assessment tool to evaluate functionality
used along with the customizations, interfaces and reports.
KEY FEATURES

Based on its findings, the team works closely with the in-house EBS support team
to discuss and plan out road map for the migration to Fusion cloud applications.

•

Proven Methodology

•

Quick and Error free

The Proof of Concept (PoC) phase involves the setting up of a test cloud application

•

Migration tool

environment and migrating the current EBS environment to the fusion cloud

•

Retain all Customisations

•

Post migration checklist

•

Migrate all Data or Balances

•

Specialist team

applications. CEMLIs are converted to cloud using Oracle PaaS product set.
Necessary firewall configurations are completed and access to fusion applications
is tested along with all existing interfaces and integrations as well as any third-party
reporting tools. Business can choose to migrate all EBS Data or just balances.
Post POC stage, the production migration and cut-over are planned and executed.
A comprehensive training program is conducted to mitigate change management
related challenges.

Throughout the engagement, the migration team works closely with the IT, key
business users and the support team to validate the migrated system and enable
them to carry on support and maintenance of the fusion cloud application post
migration.

Summary
Global Minds can move your current Oracle EBS to Oracle Fusion Cloud in a quick
and hassle-free manner using its proven methodology and migration tool set, that
includes all EBS data and extensions.
Let us help you to migrate your EBS to Oracle Fusion cloud and unlock the benefits
of the latest Fusion Cloud Applications.
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